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I. INTRODUCTION
The Appellant, Helen Robinson, appeals her dismissal from employment at Denver
International Airport (DIA) on January 2, 2013, for alleged violations of specified Career
Service Rules. Agency regulations, and for job abandonment due to her failure to
appear at either of her two pre-disciplinary meetings. Robinson claimed her dismissal
was motivated by unlawful discrimination. A hearing concerning this appeal was
conducted by Bruce A. Plotkin, Hearing Officer, on April 17 and May 24, 2013.
The Agency was represented by Franklin A. Nachman, Assistant City Attorney. The
Appellant was represented by David Lichtenstein, Esq.
The following Agency exhibits were admitted: 1; 2; 3; 7; 9-14; 16; 21, 24-26; 28-41;
and 43-46. The agency withdrew exhibits 8, 22, and 47-52 during the pre-hearing
conference. The following Appellant's exhibits were admitted: B, and F- H. Appellant
withdrew exhibit A.
The following witnesses testified for the Agency: Ken Greene; Matt Conway; Lisa
Hullo; David LaPorte; Diana Fox (fka Fox in pre-hearing documents). The Appellant
testified on her own behalf during her case-in-chief, and presented no additional
witnesses.
II. ISSUES
Immediately prior to hearing, Appellant withdrew her claim of gender-based
discrimination. The case proceeded to hearing only on the propriety of the Agency's
disciplinary action, leaving the following issues to be decided:
A. whether the Appellant violated any of the following Career Service Rules: 16-60 A; D;
J; K; M; or O;

B. whether Appellant's knowing failure to appear at either of her pre-disciplinary
meetings constituted job abandonment;
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C. if the Appellant violated any of the aforementioned Career Service Rules, or
abandoned her position, whether the Agency's decision to dismiss her was within the
range of reasonable alternatives available to the Agency, and was not arbitrary or
capricious. In re Garcia, CSA 175-04, 8 (7/ 12/05).
Ill. FINDINGS

The parties stipulated to the following facts which are incorporated into my
findings, below.
Appellant was an employee of the City and County of Denver from 1984
until her dismissal.
Appellant received two emails from Diana Fox on November 19 and 20,
2012 which are quoted in the Agency's disciplinary letter.
Appellant attended the weekly asset management team meeting on
November 20, 2012.
Ms. Fox came into Appellant's office after the meeting on November 20,
2012 and inquired about Appellant's laptop being connected to an
Agency-owned computer monitor.
Ms. Fox and Mr. Matt Conway both approached Appellant in her office
shortly thereafter.
Lisa Hullo and Ms. Fox came into Appellant's office the morning of
Wednesday, November 23 and asked her about the connection for the
laptop to an Agency-owned monitor and asked if Appellant was "all right."
Appellant replied there was nothing wrong with her hearing.
Ms. Fox communicated to Appellant that she was being put on
investigatory leave.
Appellant left her office and walked down the hallway to find a box she
could use to transport her plants home from her office.
Appellant was approached by a male police officer and then a
paramedic in her office.
Appellant told the paramedic "I do not need your services."
Appellant made a phone call at that time.
Appellant was told not to return to the office and was escorted out of the
building.
Appellant received a 40-hour suspension without pay in 2002.
Appellant received a 3-day suspension without pay in 2008.
Appellant received a verbal warning on November 14, 2012.
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Appellant received written notification of the December 11 and December
28, 2012 pre-disciplinary meetings.
In addition to those facts stipulated above, the following findings enter. Diana Fox
(formerly known as Smith at the time of the incidents) became Robinson's supervisor in
August 2012. Pursuant to management directives, Fox assembled a new team or four
subordinates, including Robinson, in order to implement systems-based control of the
airport's assets. Previously, equipment was replaced only when it became antiquated
or broken, leading to substantial inefficiencies. Fox's team was charged with creating
proactive systems to track new purchases, monitor depreciation, and anticipate repairs
and replacements in a systematic manner. Robinson was upset at being transferred to
the team, feeling that her talents were underused. She was also unhappy about being
moved to the 10th floor with the rest of the team.
From the outset, Fox's relationship with Robinson was one-sided. Fox attempted to
engage Robinson, [see Exhibit 30]. but Robinson either remained silent, or responded
tersely or aggressively. For example, on Robinson's first day with the new team, Fox left a
plant and balloon in Robinson's new office. Later that day, Fox saw both gifts in the
hallway outside Robinson's door. When Fox told Robinson the gifts were for her,
Robinson said only "I'm not interested." At weekly team meetings, Robinson sat off to the
side, and refused to engage even when Fox addressed her directly. When Fox asked
team members what were their interests and skills in order to best use the talents,
Robinson said she had nothing to contribute and otherwise remained silent. [Fox
testimony; see a/so Exhibits 30; 34).
Fox found team members were somewhat disengaged from each other and their
customers. In order to change that dynamic, she instructed all team members to leave
their doors open. However, every time Fox passed Robinson's office after the order, the
door was closed.
On November 14, 2012, Fox assessed Robinson a verbal reprimand for disrespectful
and inappropriate behavior. Fox had warned Robinson at least twice against using her
personal laptop at work. Fox read aloud and provided a copy of the reprimand to
Robinson. The reprimand ordered Robinson to:
•

[be) respectful and professional at all times to your team members. your
supervisor, and all members of the DIA Management team.

•

have your office door open.

•

acknowledge and comply with directives

•

engage and cooperate with any and all training and work sessions

•

[have] no personal laptop during working hours.

•

[have) open communication, responsiveness by you when I give
assignments, which includes respectful feedback, your findings and any
recommendations. I also need to know when assignments are completed
so that we can have discussion and dialogue.
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At the end of the meeting, Fox told Robinson she wanted her to be part of the
team, then asked if Robinson had any questions. Robinson said nothing and left.
Fox emailed Robinson on November 19 at 5:32 p.m. "Hi Helen, I have several
assignments for you. Please let me know when you arrive on Tuesday [the next day]."
When Robinson did not contact Fox by 11 :40 a.m., Fox sent another email stating "Hi
Helen, I have been in my office since 9:00 and have not heard from you. I just passed
you outside the ladies room and I am wondering why I have not heard from you?"
At a team meeting the same day, Robinson sat apart from everyone else, and
declined to participate when addressed during the one-hour meeting. She wrote on a
pad of paper during the entire meeting.
At 3:10 p.m., Fox went to Robinson's office and found the door closed, contrary to
her November 14 directive. She knocked and entered. She asked Robinson why her
door was closed every day since the November 14 directive. Robinson stated it was too
noisy outside, to which Fox replied all team members have to deal with ambient noise
and that unless Robinson had a special need, the door was to remain open.
Referring to her two recent emails, Fox asked Robinson why she hadn't contacted
her for her new assignments. Robinson began to write on a note pad and asked what
were the assignments. Fox explained them.
Fox noticed Robinson's laptop apparently linked to a city monitor, despite the
November 14 reprimand. Fox asked if the laptop was connected to city equipment and
Robinson answered it was. Fox asked what type of city work Robinson was conducting.
Robinson replied "work." Fox asked again and received the same monosyllabic answer.
Fox persisted, stating there was still a question pending. Without looking up, Robinson
said "you have been responded to." [Exhibit 28-19; Agency's Third Amended Prehearing Statement, pp.4-5; Appellant testimony].
Fox sought Matt Conway to accompany her back to Robinson's office as a witness,
then repeated her question as a directive. Robinson remained silent. Conway asked
Robinson if she heard and understood Fox's question. Robinson remained silent.
Conway and Fox left the door open on their way out, then heard it slam behind them.
The door is not fitted with an automatic closer
The following morning, November 21 at 9:20 a.m., Fox returned to Robinson's office
accompanied by Senior HR Professional Lisa Hullo. Robinson's door was closed. Fox
knocked and entered with Hullo, leaving the door open. Both said good morning and
sat in chairs on the opposite side of the desk from Robinson. Robinson wore earbud-type
headphones during the entire meeting. [Exhibit 28-20]. Fox said the laptop appeared to
be still linked to the city monitor, to which Robinson replied affirmatively. Fox told
Robinson she must disconnect the laptop from city equipment. Robinson did not say
anything, and did not disconnect her personal laptop from the city monitor, but began
writing on a notepad. Fox repeated the directive. Robinson did not reply. Indicating
the earbuds, Hullo asked Robinson if she could hear. "There is nothing wrong with my
hearing," Robinson said.
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Fox told Robinson to disconnect the laptop or she would. Robinson continued to
write and said nothing. Fox disconnected the laptop. Robinson did not respond. Hullo
asked Robinson if she felt all right and if she needed a paramedic, but received no
response. Fox told Robinson she was being placed on investigatory leave, to gather to
personal belongings, and to accompany her and Hullo to HR where Hullo would
prepare the leave documents.
Robinson gathered some of her personal items and placed the note pad on which
she had been writing into her purse. Hullo asked for the pad and any other city
property, but Robinson ignored the request. Fox restated Hullo's request as a directive
and Robinson ignored her as well. Robinson came around the desk where Fox was
holding the door open, and forced the door closed in order to pass by Fox and Hullo,
nearly slamming the door on Fox's fingers. Fox said aloud she felt threatened by the
action.
Robinson left the office with Fox and Hullo trailing and asking where she was going,
repeating that she was now on investigatory leave, and re-ordering Robinson to come
with them immediately to HR. Robinson ignored them and swiped her badge to enter a
restricted area. Fox requested police assistance.
Police arrived and, after consulting with Fox, questioned Robinson who ignored their
questions. The police called for a paramedic to see if medical assistance was required.
The paramedic asked Robinson "Do you know where you are?" "Do you know what
holiday is coming up?" [Thanksgiving was the next day], and "Do you know what day it
is?" Robinson said only "I do not need your services." The paramedic explained state
law required that if she could or would not answer, he must take her to the hospital for a
mental health evaluation so the next action would be up to her. The paramedic
requested the police to call for an ambulance with restraints since it appeared Robinson
would not leave willingly.
Robinson called her attorney. Meanwhile two paramedics arrived with a gurney.
When Robinson finished her call, she answered the paramedic's questions. The police
sergeant then released the paramedics.
After conferring with Fox, the sergeant directed Robinson to empty her bag and
directed Fox to retrieve all City property. Fox retrieved printed emails, and the
aforementioned writing pad. Police escorted Robinson out of the building and warned
she would be arrested for trespass if she returned. Shortly afterward, the Agency sent
Robinson a notification of investigatory leave, including her obligation to be available by
phone during normal work hours. [Exhibit 9]. Robinson signed the return receipt of the
certified mailing. [Exhibit 9-4].
The Agency sent a letter in contemplation of discipline to Robinson advising her to
attend a pre-disciplinary meeting at 2:00 p.m. on December 11, 2012, and also advising
her that her failure to appear could be considered a waiver of her right to a predisciplinary meeting. [Exhibit 10]. Robinson received the notice, but did not appear at
the scheduled time, so Hullo called Robinson's cell phone. When Robinson did not
answer, Hullo left a voice message in which she advised Robinson that she missed her
pre-disciplinary meeting and advised Robinson to remain in compliance with her
investigatory leave letter. Hullo also told Robinson she must return the phone call, but no
call was received.
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The Agency sent a second certified contemplation letter to Robinson on December
20 to advise Robinson to attend a second pre-disciplinary meeting on December 28.
The return receipt was signed on December 21 , and Robinson acknowledged receiving
the notice. In addition, Hullo called Robinson's cell phone and left a message to remind
her of the second pre-disciplinary meeting. Robinson did not call and did not attend the
meeting.
·
The Agency issued a notice of termination to Robinson on January 2, 2013, citing
three principal behaviors leading to its decision: a pattern of disrespectful behavior; a
pattern of insubordination; and job abandonment based on Robinson's failure to attend
two pre-disciplinary meetings. [Exhibit 2-6). This appeal followed timely on January 17,
2013.
IV. ANALYSIS
A. Jurisdiction and Review
Jurisdiction is proper under CSR§ 19- l0A. l .a., as a direct appeal of a dismissal.
am required to conduct a de novo review of the alleged violations, meaning to
consider all the evidence as though no previous action had been taken. Turner v.
Rossmiller, 532 P.2d 751 (Colo. App. 1975).
B. Burden and Standard of Proof
The Agency retains the burden of persuasion, throughout the case, to prove the
Appellant violated one or more cited sections of the Career Service Rules, and to prove
its decision to dismiss the Appellant employment complied with the purpose of discipline
under CSR 16-20. The standard by which the Agency must prove each alleged
violations is by a preponderance of the evidence.
C. Career Service Rule Violations
1. CSR 16-60 A. Neglect of duty.
The Agency alleged Robinson failed her duty to follow directions from her
supervisor's PIP requirements and order to come to her office in order to discuss a new
assignment, [Agency opening statement) . That allegation is more in the nature of a
failure to follow a supervisor's directive under CSR 16-60 J rather than the obligation to
fulfill an established duty. Moreover, Fox testified she did not recall any duty Robinson
neglected. [Fox testimony).
LaPorte testified the duty Robinson neglected was that of respect and being
proactive in seeking work, if she was under-assigned. [LaPorte testimony). Other rules
more specifically cover those assertions. Neglect may not be proven only as a failure to
abide by other Career Service Rules. The Agency failed to establish a violation under
this rule.
2. CSR 16-60 D. Unauthorized operation or use of ... equipment of the
City.. .including... the internet, email or telephones.
LaPorte testified Robinson violated this rule for her repeated unauthorized use of a
city monitor to view her personal laptop display. [LaPorte testimony). Robinson
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acknowledged Fox had directed her not to use her personal laptop at work and that
she failed to follow that directive by connecting it to a City monitor. [Robinson crossexam 10:03:31]. Her acknowledgment constitutes a violation of CSR 16-60 D.
Robinson testified she needed her laptop in order to access records for her sister's
medical condition, however she never explained that to Fox, and, in her extensive notewriting, did not mention it. [Id]. Her belated explanation, therefore, was unpersuasive.
Robinson also justified the use of her personal computer by alleging she had no
work assignments. Even if this were true, it does not change Robinson's unauthorized use
of city equipment under this rule or under 16-60 J., below.
3. CSR 16-60 J. Failing to comply with the lawful orders of an authorized supervisor or
failing to do assigned work which the employee is capable of performing.

Robinson refused to engage with her supervisor. Employees are not required to like
their supervisors, however, they are required to respond to assignments and directives,
something Robinson repeatedly refused to do. For example, Fox welcomed Robinson to
her new assignment by email on October 4, 2012. Robinson did not reply, so Fox sent
another email almost a week later, and still Robinson did not reply. [Exhibit 30]. Fox
emailed an assignment to all team members, including Robinson, on November 8, 2012.
[Exhibit 46]. Robinson never responded.
When Conway accompanied Fox to Robinson's office on 11/20/12. Conway
observed Robinson had a laptop connected to a City monitor. He recalled Fox asking
Robinson why she was using a personal computer to which Robinson said nothing.
Conway testified Fox ordered Robinson not to use her laptop, but the directive was also
met with silence. When Conway asked if she understood what Fox was asking, Robinson
also said nothing. Then Fox ordered Robinson to unplug the laptop from the monitor
and Robinson did not acknowledge or comply with the order, according to Conway.
Robinson acknowledged she did not follow Fox's directive. [Robinson testimony].
Conway testified that, during the entire exchange, Fox was courteous, and not
disrespectful toward Robinson, rebutting Robinson's claim that Fox treated her poorly.
[Conway testimony].
Robinson replied that she spent time on her personal computer because she was
assigned no work, or she did not have enough work to do or that the work was beneath
her capabilities. [Robinson testimony]. Even assuming those allegations to be true,
Robinson never complained to her supervisors or filed a grievance. [Fox testimony]. She
never approached Fox to ask for assignments and scrupulously avoided interaction with
her co-workers and supervisors. Notably, when Fox contacted Robinson on November
19, 2012, asking her to report for a new assignment, Robinson ignored both email
requests and Fox's verbal inquiry. When asked at team meetings what her strengths
were, in order to give Fox a basis to provide meaningful assignments, Robinson replied
only that she had no useful skills. Consequently, Robinson was responsible for failing to
have meaningful assignments. Since Robinson failed to establish she had authority to
connect her laptop to a city monitor, her failure to comply with Fox's directive to unplug
her personal laptop from a city monitor, after being repeatedly warned, was a violation
of CSR 16-60 J.
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At hearing, Robinson provided an alternative explanation for why she did not
comply with Fox's directive not to use her personal laptop during work hours. [Exhibit 132): she needed access to her sister's medical records stored on her laptop. Robinson
testified her sister was ill and Robinson assisted with her medical needs. [Robinson crossexam]. However, Robinson did not cite that reason in her extensive note-taking, did not
inform Fox of that reason, and provided no documentation of that justification for failing
to comply with Fox's directive. Fox credibly testified Robinson never explained why she
needed her laptop at work. These findings establish a violation of CSR 16-60 J.
In addtion, when Fox directly ordered Robinson to hand over her badge and keys
and to accompany her to HR to begin the investigatory leave process, Robinson refused
to comply and entered three secured areas using her badge. At hearing, Robinson
replied she was only seeking a box for her plants because she refused to leave them
behind. Robinson's explanation is irrelevant to her refusal to comply with Fox's directive.
Entering a secured area after being placed on investigatory leave became a security
concern where Robinson did not justify her violation of security protocol. Robinson's
refusal to comply with her supervisor's directive to accompany her to HR in order to
process her investigatory leave was a violation of CSR 16-60 J.
The Agency also claimed Robinson failed to comply with the directives of her
investigatory leave. Under the terms of her investigatory leave, Robinson was obligated
to be available by phone during regular working hours. [Exhibit 9). Robinson
acknowledged she received the notice including the requirements for investigatory
leave. [Robinson cross-exam]. She also acknowledged she was familiar with the
requirements of investigatory leave from her prior experience with it several months
earlier. [/d]. When Robinson did not appear at her first pre-disciplinary meeting on
December 20, 2012, Hullo called the cell phone number Robinson had provided but
received no answer. Robinson also did not answer calls when she failed to appear at
her second pre-disciplinary meeting on December 28. Robinson replied she never
provided the cell phone number to the Agency which Hullo called, and the Agency
had her home phone number, but did not call her there. There was insufficient
evidence one way or the other to conclude whether the Agency had a valid number
and failed to call it. Moreover, an employee is not required to attend her predisciplinary meeting. For these reasons, Robinson's failure to answer Hullo's calls and her
failure to attend her pre-disciplinary meetings were not violations of CRS 16-60 J.
Next, the Agency alleged Robinson defied Fox's directive to keep her door open.
Robinson did not deny the directive was issued, but replied it was too noisy to keep her
door open. In essence, Robinson's response claimed the directive was unreasonable.
The evidence was conflicting as to whether the hallway outside Robinson's office was
noisy. In the absence of proving undue din, Robinson was obligated to oblige Fox's
directive. Moreover, Robinson's claim is inconsistent with her allegation that she had no
work to do. If she had no work, then a noisy hallway would not interfere with it.
Robinson also claimed it was Fox's responsibility to provide a PEP, that she failed to
do so, that Fox did not provide meaningful assignments that used her strengths, and that
she had no obligation to seek assignments in the absence of having a PEP provided to
her. Robinson's claims miss the mark. First, she acknowledged she was familiar with the
asset management role of her team based on her familiarity with the City Auditor's
recommendation for asset management at the Agency. When asked for her strengths,
an engagement which could have led to a meaningful PEP, Robinson demurred as
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follows.
Q: [Fox] asked you what she could do to make you part of this team?
A: She asked that question, yes.

Q: Was your answer that you didn't know how to answer that.
A: That's correct.

[Robinson cross-exam]. Incongruently, Robinson then complained her assignments did
not take advantage of her strengths. Robinson's explanations did not establish a
justification for refusing to comply with Fox's directives.
4. CSR 16-60 K. Failing to meet established standards of performance ...
Failure to meet PIP requirements.
This rule requires the agency to identify what specific standard the employee failed
to meet. According to the Agency, Robinson refused to meet the performance
obligations of her November 14, 2012 Performance Improvement Plan (PIP). Since a PIP
constitutes both a directive from a supervisor and performance standards, an
employee's violation of a PIP may subject her to violations under both CSR 16-60 J., and
16-60 K. In the November 14, 2012 PIP, Fox ordered Robinson to:
•

[be] respectful and professional at all times to your team members,
your supervisor, and all members of the DIA Management team.

After the PIP, Robinson refused to engage with team members by refusing to
participate meaningfully in meetings; refused to reply to Fox's legitimate
directives; refused to reply to Hullo and Conway's legitimate inquiries; and when
she did reply, was disrespectful ("you have been responded to," and "there is
nothing wrong with my hearing").
•

have your office door open.

Each time Fox passed Robinson's office after November 14, she found
Robinson's office door closed, in violation of the November 14 PIP.
•

acknowledge and comply with directives

Robinson's violation of this PIP provision was documented, above.
•

engage and cooperate with any and all training and work sessions

Robinson refused to participate in team meetings, and gave only perfunctory
answers when engagement was called for, in direct violation of this PIP
requirement.
•

[have] no personal laptop during working hours.

Robinson acknowledged she violated this requirement. Her subsequent
justifications were unpersuasive.
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•

[have] open communication, responsiveness by you when I give
assignments, which includes respectful feedback, your findings and
any recommendations. I also need to know when assignments are
completed so that we can have discussion and dialogue.

The same facts which established Robinson's failure to meet the PIP requirement of
engagement, cooperation and participation, above, also establish a violation of this
provision. In short, Robinson failed to meet any of the specific directives in her
November 14, 2012 PIP. Instead, she persisted in engaging in the same behaviors which
resulted in her PIP.
5. CSR 16-60 M. Threatening, fighting with, intimidating, or abusing employees
or.. .the public, for any reason.

During the November 21 meeting between Robinson, Fox and Hullo, Fox was
holding the door to Robinson's office when Robinson brushed by them, pushed on the
door and nearly closed the door on Fox's fingers. [Fox testimony]. LaPorte testified that
incident was the basis of his decision to find Robinson violated CSR 16-60 M. [LaPorte
testimony].
Robinson replied she closed and did not slam the door, did not see Fox's hand in
the door and intended no harm. [Robinson testimony]. Fox's testimony was credible
and was not rebutted by Robinson's assertion. Robinson's earlier discipline for shoving
her way by another employee, [see below at Degree of Discipline], and her slamming
the door behind Fox and Conway a day earlier indicate a pattern of similar behavior.
This violation is established by a preponderance of the evidence.
6. CSR 16-60 0. Failure to maintain satisfactory working relationships with coworkers, or other City employees, or the public.

LaPorte testified he found Robinson in violation of this rule for her repeated refusal to
respond to his and to Fox's simple questions. At a team-building meeting, Hullo asked
for strengths of the team members. All contributed except Robinson, who said only she
had no strengths and added nothing more even after follow-up questions. Taken alone,
an employee's failure to engage in a team meeting is an insufficient basis to establish a
violation of this rule. However, Robinson's subsequent, persistent stonewalling of her
supervisor's questions and directives constituted a failure to maintain a satisfactory
working relationship with her supervisor in violation of this rule.
On November 21, 2012, Robinson failed to maintain a satisfactory working
relationship with Fox, Hullo, police officers. and paramedics when she refused to
accompany Fox and Hullo to HR. She also failed to maintain satisfactory working
relationships with Denver police and paramedics by her refusal to answer their
legitimate questions concerning her behavior in the workplace. [See Exhibit 24-2]. These
incidents established separate violations of CSR 16-60 0 .
7. Job Abandonment claim

The Agency claimed Robinson abandoned her employment by failing to attend
either pre-disciplinary meeting after acknowledging receipt of both notices. [Exhibit 210

6). The Career Service Rules do not contemplate such an outcome, and the Agency's
contemplation letter to Robinson stated only "[i]f you and/or your representative fail to
appear at the scheduled time, I will consider this failure a waiver of your
appearance." The Agency cited no other authority which would permit a finding of
job abandonment for an employee's failure to appear at her pre-disciplinary meeting.
This claim is not proven.
V. DEGREE OF DISCIPLINE

The purpose of discipline is to correct inappropriate behavior if possible.
Appointing authorities are directed by CSR 16-20 to consider the severity of the offense.
an employee's past record, and the penalty most likely to achieve compliance with the
rules. CSR § 16-20.
A. Seriousness of proven violations.
Robinson was a highly capable employee, whose past record reflected high
competence and technical achievement. Unfortunately, for the period relevant to this
appeal, Robinson assiduously avoided fulfilling the duties and responsibilities of her
position, and worse. treated her co-workers and superiors with scorn and
disengagement. Even if Robinson had cause to complain for not being assigned
challenging and appropriate work, she failed to inform the Agency of her concerns so
that the Agency was entitled to react to her unmitigated acts of disengagement and
bad behaviors. Robinson was not entitled to refuse to participate in team meetings, to
refuse to engage with her supervisor, then claim she had nothing to do. While Fox
remained highly professional in the face of Robinson's poor behaviors, it is reasonably
inferable that Robinson's actions likely were disruptive to her team. The most serious acts
were Robinson's threatening behavior toward Fox, her refusal to comply with direct,
reasonable orders, and her breach of security when she used her badge to access
restricted areas after being placed on administrative leave, each of which is a serious
violation of the Career Service Rules.
B. Prior record.
As found above, Robinson's disciplinary history and work reviews revealed a highly
capable employee who persistently found co-workers rubbed her the wrong way. Even
after being disciplined for inappropriately aggressive behavior, those same misbehaviors
continued into the present case.
C. Penalty most likely to achieve compliance.

LaPorte testified that Robinson's prior discipline for her past failures to comply and
passive-aggressive responses, and aggression, supported the conclusion that those
issues were ongoing, and that prior coaching, direction, and discipline were ineffective
in achieving compliance. [LaPorte testimony]. In particular, LaPorte cited Robinson's
past and ongoing intimidation of co-workers as making termination appropriate. [Id] .
Robinson testified that, if she had the opportunity, she would be more proactive
and responsive in seeking out work and engaging with her co-workers. Her testimony
provided little evidence to support her claim for the following reasons.
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1. Robinson protested that it is the job of management to provide work and
direction and neither was provided for years. However as far back as 2007, the Agency
asked Robinson to check with her supervisor to receive work assignments. [Exhibit 7].
2. Robinson's protest against the dearth of assigned work does not address the
reasons for her discipline: her refusal to comply with lawful orders, her repeated
unauthorized use of City equipment, failing to comply with a direct order to go to HR,
failing or refusing to comply with simple directives, and refusing to communicate with
co-workers. As regards these behaviors, Robinson's work history was consistent and
unchanged. For example:
In 1985 her supervisor remarked "There is one area where your
independence is not an asset however, and that is in the area of
communicating with the entire office staff. Our office works as a team and
it is extremely important that your supervisors and co-workers know what
you are doing and when. You need to work on communicating." [Exhibit 126].
From the same evaluation, her supervisor said "In order to accomplish
professionalism in meeting requests which may seem unreasonable in
regard to your work load, you may need to be more tolerant, tactful, and
courteous." [Exhibit 1-39].
In a 1991 reprimand, Robinson's supervisor remarked "You have the
potential to be a significant asset to this division. However, your lack of
cooperation and resistance to my directions are not acceptable." [Exhibit
1-125].
From her PEPR from the same year, her supervisor noted "Needs to work on
keeping supervisor apprised of problems or status of work." [Exhibit 1-118].
In 2000, her supervisor wrote "Communication is Helen's weakest area at
this time. Helen and I have agreed to put a work plan in place for the next
review period. " [Exhibit 1-254].
Then, in 2003, her supervisor stated "Helen has made some progress with
communication this year. She has made efforts to work with the Director to
improve our communication styles. However she still slips back into her old
mode of withdrawal and frustration from time to time." [Exhibit 1-302].
In 2008 Robinson was suspended for three days for an incident similar to the
door incident in the present case. Robinson forced her way by a coworker, causing minor injury and intimidation. [Exhibit 1-346]. The notice of
discipline in that case observed "During the meetings that you attended
you exhibited interpersonal behaviors that were very concerning to those in
attendance. Those behaviors included you're not contributing to the
meeting, keeping your eyes closed for extended periods of time, and at
other times, working on crossword puzzles." [Exhibit 1-347). At that time
Robinson was ordered, as in her November 14, 2012 reprimand, to attend
the course "Crucial Conversations." [Exhibit 1-3481.
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3. In regard to the last point, Robinson testified in the present case that no
one told her how to sign up for the Crucial Conversations course and did not
check up on her compliance before the current discipline. [Robinson testimony]. 1
This response was thematic. Robinson also complained that, for years, she was
not provided with any work or any appropriate work, but at no point was it her
responsibility to seek either.
4. Robinson remained defiant toward authority figures until her termination,
including defiance toward Fox, Hullo, police, paramedics, and the Agency as a
whole, by refusing to attend two pre-disciplinary meetings in order to present any
mitigation of the Agency's claims.2
5. Fox's orders to Robinson in the November 14, 2012 reprimand, [Exhibit 13-2), were
uncomplicated and self-explanatory, but Robinson alleged the orders made no sense.
"In a normal sense of things where there's a mutual understanding of things, they make
perfect sense; but in my context I had no communicated job function. I didn't know why
I was being paid to come to work every day. It wasn't there, so having these things
without having a context, a job definition, a framework to structure my day, even
through my job description, which didn't match anything that was being said, I didn't
know what to do." Robinson did not ask any questions about the directives when Fox
asked her if she had any questions at that time, she holds a Master's degree and, when
interested, performed complex assignments well. Thus, Robinson's objection to Fox's
simple orders was not credible, nor was her claim that, in essence, she should be spoonfed her assignments.
6. When asked to explain her stonewalling of police and paramedics' questions on
November 21, Robinson stated "I was given the understanding that I could refuse their
service" without further explanation. She added she was "extremely offended" they
were called, even though Robinson intransigence forced that course of action.
Based upon Robinson's 25-year history of failing to communicate with supervisors
and co-workers even after counseling, work review remarks and discipline, the Agency
was justified in concluding that it is unlikely Robinson would successfully reform her
behavior. Consequently, the Agency's choice of dismissal was within the range of
reasonable alternatives available to the Agency, and was not arbitrary or capricious. In
re Garcia, CSA 175-04, 8 (7/12/05) .

1

lmnically. the Crucial Conv1.~a1ions eour.;c Rohinson rclused lo auend twice may well have prm id1.-<l 1ools for her to achieve heller

eommuniearion.
2
Rohinson acknowledg1.-<l rite purpose ofh<.:r pn:•<lisciplin,1ry mccrings was 10 present h1.'I' view of rhe ullegarions an<l she aclmowle<lg1.-<l 1ha1.
in the absen".: of her attcn<lanee, a d1.-cision would he made without her input. [Rohinson cross-exam].
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VI.

ORDER

The Agency's termination of Robinson's employment on January 2, 2013, is
AFFIRMED.

'-:1,.,.

DONE June 18, 2013.

-o.- ~

Bruce A. Plotkin
Career Service Board Hearing Officer

NOTICE OF RIGHT TO FILE PETITION FOR REVIEW
You may petition the Career Service Board for review of this decision, in accordance
with the requirements of CSR § 19-60 et seq., w ithin fifteen calendar days after the dote
of mailing of the Hearing Officer's decision, as stated in the decision's certificate of
delivery. The Career Service Rules are available as a link at www.denverqov.org/csa.

All petitions for review must be flied wlth the:
Career Service Board
c/o OHR Executive Director's Office
201 W. Colfax Avenue, Dept. 412, 4th Floor
Denver, CO 80202
FAX: 720-913-5720
EMAi L: CareerServiceBoardApoeals@denvergov.org
AND
Career Service Hearing Office
201 W. Colfax, pt Floor
Denver, CO 80202
FAX: 720-913-5995
EMAIL: CSAHearings@denverqov.org.
AND
Opposing parties or their representatives, if any.
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